Let R be a commutative ring with identity. If there exists a chain P o c P x c P 2 c c P n of n + 1 prime ideals of R, where P n c R, but no such chain of n + 2 prime ideals, then we say that R has dimension n and we write dimR = n [3] . In [3] and [4] , Seidenberg has investigated the dimension theory of R [X lf X 2 , , X m \ where R has finite dimension and X lf X 2 , , X m are indeterminates over R. We investigate the dimension theory of T^ [[X] ] where V is a valuation ring.
Throughout this paper, R denotes a commutative ring with identity; o) is the set of natural numbers; ω 0 is the set of nonnegative integers; and Z is the set of integers. If
f(X) = ±f i X i eR[[X]],
we denote by A f the ideal of R generated by the coefficients of f(X): A f = {/ 0 , Λ, , f k , •} R. If A is an ideal of R, we let
A [[X]] = {/(X) = Σ fiX 1 -fι^A f°r each ie ω 0 } and we define A R [[X]] to be the ideal of R [[X]] which is generated by A. Then A R [[X]] = {f(X): A f S B for some finitely generated ideal B of R with B £ A}. It is clear that A iϋ [[X]] S A [[X]]
; equality holds if and only if each countably generated ideal of R contained in A is contained in a finitely generated ideal of R contained in A. In particular, if V is a valuation ring containing an ideal A which is countably generated but not finitely generated, then A
V[[X]] c A [[X]]. Finally, we note that if A is an ideal of i2, then R [[X]]/A [[X]] ~ (R/A) [[X]]; hence A [[X]] is a prime ideal of R [[X]] if and only if
A is a prime ideal of R.
2. Discrete valuation rings* Let V be a valuation ring of rank k with associated valuation v and value group G; let {0} -G o c Gi c czG k = G be the chain of isolated subgroups of G together with G. In [2] 
By choice of k,
COROLLARY 2.5. Let V be a valuation ring and let P be a pro-
Proof. Lemma 2.4 assures that there is a power series g(X) in Q with g(X) having exactly one unit coefficient, g k . Since g k is a unit of V P1 there in no loss of generality in assuming that, in fact, 
Proof. We use induction on n, the case n = 1 following from Lemma 2.6 since a rank one discrete valuation ring is Noetherian.
Assuming the result for discrete valuation rings of rank less than n, let F be a discrete valuation ring of rank n and let (0)cQ 1 cQ 2 c cQ ί be a chain of prime ideals of F [[JSΓ] ]. We consider two cases.
, the latter equality being a consequence of Lemma 2.1. But the depth of
Case 2. Q, n F= (0). Corollary 2.3 asserts that Q,= Q* n where Q* is a prime ideal of F Pl [[X] ] and Q*ΠV Pl = (0). 
; then we can write
where for 1 ^ i ^ ί, δ 4 e B and <?
. Thus /(X) = Σϊ-ofiX* where /< = ΣU &*£«. In F, (6 X , 6 2 , , 6,) = (6.) for some s, 1 ^ s ^ ί. Now for i e ω 0 , f { = ΣUi &*£*» e (&.), implying that A f £ (6 β ) where δ 8 e 5.
(b)->(c): We assume that A f £ (6); then for ίeω o > /* = δ0* where ^ e F. Let #(X) = Σf=o 0ίX'; it then is clear that /(X) = MX).
This is immediate from the assumption that B is not finitely generated.
(
] is completely integrally closed, hence is integrally closed [1; 150] 
, so that equality holds. THEOREM The proof of Lemma 4.1 is straightforward and will therefore be omitted. 
Let R be a quasi-local ring having maximal ideal M and let Q be a prime ideal of R
[[X]]. If Q a M R [[X]], then either Q 3 M[[X]] or Q £ M[[X]\.where h 0 = [/(X) -g(X)] n is a unit of R, implying that h(X) is a unit of iί[[X]]. Since f(X) -g{X) = X n h{X) e Q and Q is a prime ideal of R[[X]], either X n eQ or h(X)eQ. If X n eQ, then XeQ, implying that Q SM-R[[X]] + (X) 3 M[[X]]. If Λ(JSΓ)eQ, then Q -R[[X]] 2 ikf[[X]]. Hence if Q g M[[X]J,
Proof. Let f(X) e (PV P ) . V P [[X]] -say f(X) = rh(X) where rePV P and h(X) e V P [[X]].
Since P = PV P is idempotent, we can write r = st where s, t e P = PV P ; then for ί e α> 0 , there exists α^ e V\P such that aihi e V. Since a { e V\P and teP, we have that (t) S (α^) so that ί/α< e V for each i e ω Q , implying that th t = (ί/α<) (α^) e F for each ieω 0 -that is,
tt(I)eF[[IJ], Since seP, we conclude that f(X) = rh(X) = s(th(X))eP-V[[X]], establishing that
The reverse containment is obvious.
DIMENSION THEORY IN POWER SERIES RINGS

THEOREM 4.3. Let V be a valuation ring and let P be a proper prime ideal of V. If Q is a prime ideal of V[[X]] and if Q 3 P V[[X]], then either Q a P[[X]] or Q s P[[X]\. Proof Assuming that Q g P[[X]], we first establish that either Xeζ> or Q contains h{X), where h(X)eV[[X]] and h Q $P.
Let f(X) ^ΣZofX'eQ, f(X)<£P [[X] ]. Let t be the smallest integer k for which f k $P.
If t = 0, then we let h(X) = f(X). If t > 0, then we let g(X) = Σί=ί /<-**. Then g(X) e P V[[X]] s Q, implying that /(X)-#(X)eQ. Further, /(X) -g(X) = X*h(X) where h o =f t ίP.
Since Q is prime, either XeQ or h(X)eQ.
Hence if QgP[[-3Γ]], then either IGQ or Q contains /^(X) where ^(X) e V[[X]] and Λ o ί P.
If XeQ, then Q 2 P[[I]]; hence we consider the case where h(X)eQ with h o $P. Observe now that h(X)e V P [[X]] and that h Q is a unit of V P , implying that 'h(X) is a unit of F P [[X]] -that is l/h(X)e V P [[X]]. Now let r(X)eP[[X]\; then r(X)[l/h(X)]eP[[X]] F P [[X]] S P[[X]] -in particular, r(X)[l/h(X)]e V[[X]]. Since h(X)eQ, we see that r(X) = h(X)[r(X)/h(X)] e Q. Hence Q a LEMMA 4.4. Lβ£ F δβ α valuation ring having a minimal prime ideal P. If P is idempotent, thenP-V[[X\] = V{P F[[X]]).
Proo/. Let f(X) e V{P F[[X]]). Then in
by Lemma 4.2. Since F P is a rank one nondiscrete valuation ring, Theorem 3.2 asserts that V((PV P )
, the latter equality following from Lemma 4.2.
THEOREM 4.5. Let V be a valuation ring and let P be a proper prime ideal of V. If P is idempotent, then
Proof. We shall say that P is branched provided there exists a P-primary ideal distinct from P[l; 173]. We consider two cases. Case 1. P is branched. Then there is a prime ideal Q of V with Q c P and such that there are no prime ideals of V properly 608 DAVID E. FIELDS between Q and P [1; 173] . Then P/Q is a minimal prime ideal of V/Q and P/Q is idempotent. Lemma 4.4 assures that 
(P/Q) . (V/Q)[[X]] = V((P/Q)
. Lei V be a valuation ring having a proper prime ideal P. // P is idempotent, then there is a prime ideal Q of V[[X]] satisfying P V[[X]] S Q a P[[X]].
Proof Proof. We use induction on n, the case n = 1 following from Theorem 2.7 and Theorem 3.4.
Assuming the result for valuation rings of rank t, let V be a valuation ring of rank t + 1 having fc distinct idempotent proper prime ideals and let (0) c P γ c P 2 c c P ί+1 be the chain of nonunit prime ideals of V. We consider two cases. Case 1. P x is not idempotent. Here F/Pj. is a valuation ring of rank t which has k distinct idempotent proper prime ideals. By the induction hypothesis, dim (V/P,) [[X] 
this implies that the depth of P, [[X]] is at least
Case 2. Pi is idempotent. Here F/Pj. is a valuation ring of rank t which has k -1 distinct idempotent proper prime ideals.
By the induction hypothesis, dim (V/PJ [[X]] ^t + (k -1) + 1 = t + k; hence the depth of PJ[X]] is at least t + k.
Since P ι is idempotent, Corollary 4.6 asserts that there is a prime ideal
LEMMA 4.8. Lei V be valuation ring and let P be a proper prime ideal of V.
a) If Q' is a prime ideal of V P [[X]] which satisfies (PV P ) as V P [[X]]SQ'a(PV P )[[X]], then Q' is a prime ideal of V[[X]] which satisfies
b) Conversely, if Q is a prime ideal of V[[X]] which satisfies
Proof. To establish (a), we observe that
We now establish (b); we begin by proving that Q is an ideal of X\] , h{X) g Q. For each i, i € ω 0> g t e V P and Λ,. G P, implying that ^fcy e PV P = P. Proof. It is clear that (b) -> (a). We prove that (a) -> (b) using induction on n, the case n -1 being a consequence of (a) and Theorem 2.7.
We now assume that if W is a valuation ring of rank k, then T7 [[X] ] has finite dimension. Let V be a valuation ring of rank k + 1 which has minimal prime P lβ Let (0) The proof of Theorem 4.10 is analogous to the proof of Theorem 4.9 and will therefore be omitted. The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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